
POP ART 6



 

April 1961: Andy Warhol exhibits his

first Pop Art paintings in New York. In

1975 he was asked to design the label

for Mouton Rothschild (just 2 years

after Pablo Picasso's design had adorned

the label just before he died). In 1986

soon before he died, he told his friend

the owner of Cuvaison Winery that his

wine was lovely but his labels were

lousy. 

The mocks ups he made have recently come

out of the vault and been turned into

beautiful labels. It seems a shame he

never got the opportunity to leave more

of an imprint on wine.



MHLV cashed in on the rejuvenation of

pop art's popularity in 2010 for a

special line of Dom Perignon and

Cuvaison Winery re-did the original

mockups that Warhol came up with.

Amazing label art is becoming the norm

now. Over 30 years after his death we

can see the wine world embracing

Warhol's Pop Art. What would Andy have

thought of these modern labels? What

would he have thought of the wine?

We have picked 6 that we reckon he'd

have thought were pretty ok.  

 



BAROUILLET 'SPLASH' PET NAT

 

Everything going on here screams Andy

Warhol. The more learned students of Pop

Art would probably point out that the

label is merely the modern

vulagarization of Pop Art.

The wine itself is Pop Art. It is made

from Semillon, a variety rarely used for

sparkling. It is made in a low alcohol,

natural style with no chemicals and no

intervention. It is not fined or

filtered so there is a bit of haze to it

but it is clean and fresh with huge

broad appeal. 



 

White Light / White Heat is the key

here, the unlistenablable/compulsive

opening track on Velvet Underground's

3rd album. Whom was whom's muse?

The wine is completely batshit. Tocai

Friulano (Italian), Riesling (German),

Verdehlo (Portugese) and Sauv. Blanc.

(French). From the cray-cray mind of

Kenny Likitaprakong, the former beatnik

skater punk, turned industry-leading low

intervention wine maker (beatnik is

strong though he was sleeping rough on

the beach at one time, hence one of his

wines being called HOBO).

FOLK MACHINE 'WHITE LIGHT'



 

CASTLENAU DE GUERS PICPOUL

This is utter punk. There are few

varieties as old fashioned and as

uninteresting usually. Picpoul also

comes in an awful bottle that is a cross

between a Provence and Riesling flute. 

Bottled in a normalBurgundy bottle with

smooth contours to match the art, it is

such a pleasing label that you decide to

buy it before you know what it is.

The juice itself is phenomenal, all the

raciness of Picpoul, with an extra

dimension of texture that you would not

expect. 



 

The font for this wine reminded us of

the font Andy Warhol created, 'America'.

When we say font he created, we mean the

lettering he used on a book that was

turned into a font and proliferated

widely. 

Syrah is an old fashioned grape, hailing

from the windswept plains of the

Northern Rhone, it is a deep, tannic,

peppery and savoury wine usually. This

is not usually however and it shows

lovely lifted perfume and open knit,

fruit-forward approachability.

 

CASTLENAU DE GUERS SYRAH



 

Wine maker Fredi Torres would approave

this message. A former DJ, he took to

winemaking late and has specialised in

making elegant, modern and finessed

wines out of old varieties and labelling

them in a classical style. 

Which makes this altogether more

surprising, made from Trepat grape (a

rare but increasingly 'cool' variety)

this is a really juicy, tart example,

and unbelievably drinkable. we are not

sure where he was going with the label,

perhaps invoking the Velvets also.

 

FREDI TORRES POMAGRANA 



 

The label shows a pig with a mouth

stuffed full of money, we assumed a dig

at Rioja & how big business and

spiritless wine making has become. Made

by the incorrigable Gonzalo Grijalba,

the art is actually a very specific FU

and is explained on the label.

It is naturally made with no

interventions and one of the best

natural wines on the market. Absolutely

clean and juicy, varietally perfect

Tempranillo. So gluggable. Most

importantly, completely at odds with

normal Rioja that you'd expect. 

FREDI TORRES POMAGRANA 


